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Addendum

Annex 1

Amendments to the Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods (Model Regulations)

Corrigendum
1. **Page 2**

   **Add**

   In the English text, replace "weight" with "mass" (applies to 1.2.2.3, 2.9.3.4.5.2, 2.9.3.4.6.4.1, 3.3 SP45, 6.2.4.2.2.3, 6.7.3.12.1 and 6.7.4.11.1), "weights" with "masses" (applies to 6.5.6.6.3) and "w/w" with "by mass" (applies to 2.9.3.4).

2. **Page 4** Before "Chapter 1.4"

   **Add**

   1.2.2.2 Delete.

3. **Page 5** 1.5.1.1, third sentence

   **After** Explanatory material on add the 1996 edition of

4. **Page 5** 1.5.1.1, third sentence

   **Delete** (1996 Edition)

5. **Page 5** 1.5.1.1, third sentence

   At the end, add (2002)

6. **Page 5** 1.5.1.1, footnote 1

   **After** edition add containing explanatory material on the 2005 edition of TS-R-1

7. **Page 7** 1.5.1.5.2

   Not applicable to English

8. **Page 7** 1.5.1.5.2

   For 7.1.7.5.1, 7.1.7.5.3 to 7.1.7.5.5, 7.1.8.1.1, 7.1.8.3.1 read 7.1.8.1.1, 7.1.8.3.1, 7.1.8.5.1, 7.1.8.5.3 to 7.1.8.5.5

9. **Page 10** 2.1.3.5.2

   For replace "firework read replace "Hazard Division to firework

10. **Page 10** 2.1.3.5.5, table

    Not applicable to English
11. Page 12  Chapter 2.7, first sentence

For 4.1.1.9 read 4.1.9.1.1

12. Page 12  Chapter 2.7, first sentence

After 5.2.2.1.12.2 (a)(i) add and (d)

13. Page 13  2.7.1.3, definition of $A_1$ and definition of $A_2$

For 2.7.2.2 read 2.7.2.2.2

14. Page 23  2.7.2.3.5, first sentence

For the following conditions are met: read one of the conditions (a) to (d) of this paragraph is met. Only one type of exception is allowed per consignment.

15. Page 26  2.7.2.4.1.5 (d)

For 5.2.2.1.11.1 read 5.2.2.1.12.1

16. Page 30  PART 3

Add

Amend the heading to read as follows: "PART 3 DANGEROUS GOODS LIST, SPECIAL PROVISIONS AND EXCEPTIONS".

17. Page 30  Chapter 3.2, column 7b

For and indicates read which indicates

18. Page 30  Dangerous goods list

Add

Delete the entries to which SP320 has been assigned (applies to UN Nos. 1366, 1370, 2005, 2445, 3051, 3052, 3053, 3076, 3433 and 3461).

19. Page 30  List after "Add E0 in column (7b) for:"

In the eighth indent, for and UN 2426 read , and UN Nos. 2426 and 3356

20. Page 31  List after "Add E0 in column (7b) for:"

In the ninth indent, for UN Nos. 2028 read UN Nos. 1774, 2028
21. Page 31 List after "Add E0 in column (7b) for:"

Add the following new indent

- UN Nos. 1600, 1700, 2016, 2017, 2312 and 3250 of Division 6.1;

22. Page 31 List after "Add E2 in column (7b) for:"

In the sixth indent, after Division 5.1, packing group II add, except for UN 3356

23. Page 31 List after "Add E2 in column (7b) for:"

In the seventh indent, for UN Nos. 2028 read UN Nos. 1774, 2028

24. Page 31 After "Add E5 in ..."

Delete, and for UN Nos. 1600, 1700, 2016, 2017, 2312 and 3250

25. Page 34 UN 3091

After (twice) add and "(including lithium alloy batteries)" after "WITH EQUIPMENT"

26. Page 34 UN 3316

For
UN 3316 In column (6), add "340".
read
For UN Nos. 3269 and 3316, add "340" in column (6).

27. Page 34 UN 3468 (twice)

Not applicable to English

28. Page 34 New entry UN 0508, column 9

Add PP50

29. Page 35 New entry UN 3480, column 2

Not applicable to English

30. Page 35 New entry UN 3481, column 2

After WITH EQUIPMENT add (including lithium ion polymer batteries)

31. Page 36 3.3.1 SP188 (f) (iii) and (g) (iii)

For should read shall
32. Page 37 SP236

For the existing text substitute

SP236 In the last sentence, replace "Column 7 of the Dangerous Goods List" with "Column 7a of the Dangerous Goods List of Chapter 3.2".

33. Page 37 SP310

After the amendment to special provision 310 add

SP320 Delete.

34. Page 40 SP339, Drop test (c)

For onto a 38 mm steel apex read onto a steel apex with a diameter of 38 mm

35. Page 41 SP340

For Chemical kits and first aid kits containing dangerous goods read Chemical kits, first aid kits and polyester resin kits containing dangerous substances

36. Page 42 3.5.1.1

For section read Chapter

37. Page 42 3.5.1.2, first sentence

For these provisions read of this Chapter

38. Page 43 3.5.1.2, third sentence ("Where dangerous goods … restrictive code.")

Number as 3.5.1.3

39. Page 43 3.5.1.2, fourth sentence ("Excepted quantities … 3.5.1.3 to 3.5.1.6.")

Delete

40. Page 43 3.5.1.3

Delete the number of the paragraph and add a new heading before the text reading

3.5.2 Packagings

41. Page 43 3.5.1.3 (a) (renumbered 3.5.2 (a))

Delete minimum
42. **Page 44** 3.5.1.4.1, sub-paragraphs (a) (i) and (ii)

*For* attitudes *read* orientations

43. **Page 45** 3.5.1.5.2

*Delete* For packages

44. **Pages 44 and 45** 3.5.1.4, 3.5.1.5, 3.5.1.6 and 3.5.1.7

Renumber 3.5.1.4 as 3.5.3, 3.5.1.5 as 3.5.4, 3.5.1.6 as 3.5.5, 3.5.1.7 as 3.5.6 and renumber subsequent paragraphs and cross-references accordingly.

45. **Page 61** Chapter 5.4

*Add*

5.4.1.2.5 Amend footnote 1 to read as follows:


46. **Page 63** PART 6

*After* 6.3.2.2 *add* (as amended)

47. **Page 64** 6.2.1.5.2

*For* 6.2.1.5.1 *read* 6.2.1.6.1

48. **Page 68** 6.3.5.1.6, after "In (a), …"

Not applicable to English

49. **Page 76** 6.7.5.3.2

*Add* into *before* assemblies